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Introduction
The field of forensic interviewing is a relatively
new profession.The concept of a “forensic
interview” was necessitated by high profile
child sexual abuse cases from the 1980’s. In
these cases, children were interviewed by
professionals with little or no training in the art
and science of eliciting information from
children.2 In some cases, children were
interviewed on multiple occasions by multiple
persons.3 In an attempt to improve the
response to these cases, children’s advocacy
centers (CAC) began to emerge and spread
across the country. 4
In addition to children’s advocacy centers, a
number of specialized programs began to
develop. In Minnesota, a CAC called
CornerHouse developed one of the nation’s
first forensic interview training programs.5 As
of this writing, there are 17 state programs
teaching the CornerHouse interviewing
model.6 Largely as a result of the spreading of
the CornerHouse model, a number of appellate
courts have begun to address the issue of when
a “forensic interviewer” can testify as an expert
witness and, assuming such testimony is
allowed at all, how far the witness can go.
This article fully explores this issue and offers
forensic interviewers, and the attorneys who
call them to the witness stand, concrete
suggestions for offering expert testimony and in
otherwise defending these interviews in court.

Court preparation begins the day the
case is reported
For most child protection professionals,
testifying in court is stressful and otherwise
unpleasant.The process of reducing this anxiety
begins the moment the case is reported into the
system. If the interviewer and the other
members of the team respond to the report
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professionally and thoroughly, the stronger the
evidence will be and the less likely the case is
to go to trial. Even if the case does result in a
trial, a thorough, professional investigation will
better equip the interviewer to defend her
interview in court.A forensic interview is most
likely to be accepted in court if it is conducted
with the following factors in place.
First, the forensic interviewer must be welltrained – and must continue to improve his
skills and knowledge. At a minimum, the
forensic interviewer should have completed a
five day forensic interviewing course in which
the interviewer must demonstrate his skills and
be tested on his knowledge.After the course, the
interviewer must continue to have his interviews
critiqued as part of an on-going peer review
process, must periodically attend advanced
forensic interview training, and must otherwise
stay abreast of developments in the field.7
Second, the interviewer must use an
interviewing protocol supported by
research.There are a number of acceptable
models for forensic interviewing that are rooted
in research.These protocols include the NICHD,
Step Wise, the Poole & Lamb “flexible protocol”
and CornerHouse’s RATAC® protocol.8 Experts in
the field have noted that “(t)hese and other
protocols have similar characteristics and are
based upon research.”9 Indeed, there is
“consensus among researchers and practitioners
on the underlying principles that should guide
interviews with children who might have been a
victim or witness to a crime.”10
An interviewer must understand the research
which supports his or her forensic interviewing
protocol and be able to articulate this in court.11
This is one reason why graduates of a training
program utilizing the CornerHouse model are
required to read pertinent research impacting
the field and otherwise are trained to base their
interview on practices supported by research.
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Third, document the forensic
interview. The available research on
videotaping suggests that the recording of
these interviews reduces the number of
times a child must speak about the abuse,
and increases the chance of a conviction.
As summarized by Frank E.Vandervort:
Our findings suggest that, at least when
used as part of a carefully thought-out
investigative protocol, videotaping has
a deleterious impact upon defendants’
interests and a very positive impact on
prosecutors’ efforts to successfully
prosecute child sexual abuse cases.
Furthermore, such an approach serves
the interests of the community, as it
achieves a fair and just result for
victims, suspects, and defendants.12
If, for any reason, a team decides not to
audio and video-record the interview, it is
imperative to document the interview to
the greatest extent possible.This can be
as simple as having other team members
watch the interview from a behind a two
way mirror and taking diligent notes.The
problem with notes, though, is they can
never fully capture a child’s facial
expressions and demeanor during an
interview. For example, I was involved in
a case in which a child, describing how
she had to lick her perpetrator’s anus,
wrinkled her face and said “it really
stunk.”A mere verbal description of the
child’s facial expression can never
duplicate a visual recording of that same
expression.
In addition to documenting the forensic
interview, be thorough in documenting
all other aspects of the investigation.
Some argue that the more an investigator
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documents, the more ammunition
defense counsel has in preparing crossexamination. In reality, it is just the
opposite. For example, a doctor once
testified as to her medical examination of
a child sexual abuse victim.As part of her
direct examination, the doctor testified
that the child’s demeanor was distraught.
On cross examination, defense counsel
noted that the child’s demeanor was
never discussed in the doctor’s notes
during the examination or in the doctor’s
final report. Noting the physician had
conducted a number of examinations
since then, the defense attorney planted a
seed with the jury that perhaps the
doctor’s memory was inaccurate. If the
doctor had simply noted the child’s
demeanor as part of the medical report,
the defense attorney would have been
unable to make these points.
Fourth, never rely exclusively on the
forensic interview. A forensic interview
is most likely to be the subject of a
defense attack when that is the only
evidence the government has.This should
never be the case. Instead, the forensic
interviewer should, during the abuse
scenario of the interview, obtain as much
detail as is developmentally appropriate.
It is essential that the investigators
scrutinize the child’s verbal statements
during the interview and then attempt to
corroborate as much as possible. If, for
example, the child described “sticky,
white stuff” coming from the
perpetrator’s penis, the interviewer may
want to ask what happened to the “sticky,
white stuff” and, based on this
information, the investigators should
attempt to find semen stains.
Fifth, be cognizant of the rules of
evidence when interviewing children.
Although CornerHouse trained
interviewers follow a “child first doctrine”
which places the needs of the child
ahead of the investigators, this does not
mean the interviewer should not be wellversed in the rules of evidence applicable
to his or her jurisdiction.When the
interviewer understands that information
such as “sensory detail” may determine
the admissibility of the forensic interview
into evidence, the interviewer is more
likely to seek this information during the
interview.13
Sixth, function as part of a multidisciplinary team. It is not enough that
the interviewer follow a forensic

interviewing protocol. It is equally
important that the entire investigation be
conducted by a multi-disciplinary team
functioning pursuant to a jurisdictionwide protocol.14 There are a number of
examples documenting that a
community-wide protocol improves the
quality of not only the forensic interview
but the investigation as a whole.15
Functioning as part of a team makes the
interviewer, and every other potential
witness, look more professional. For
example, let’s say a teenage victim
discloses during the interview that he
received alcohol and drugs prior to the
sexual assault.The lead investigator shares
this information with a toxicologist or
other expert who advises that, based on
the child’s description of when the
alcohol and drugs were consumed that
there would be no basis to assume the
substances were still in the child’s
system.When the case comes to trial and
the investigator or interviewer is
challenged as to why blood or urine was
not seized from the child to corroborate
this part of the statement, the investigator
can respond:“Pursuant to our jurisdictionwide protocol, I defer to the medical
expert on our team.That expert will
testify later on and will be able to explain
why he concluded there would be no
value in seizing blood or urine from the
child.” Functioning as part of a team
makes each witness look more
professional.
Seventh, each team member should
be pro-active in educating other
team members about developments
in the field which may impact the
team as a whole. In 2004, a United
States Supreme Court decision entitled
Crawford v.Washington16 had a dramatic
impact on the ability of investigators to
admit into evidence child hearsay
statements.17 Because this decision
impacted forensic interviewers as well as
medical and mental health professionals
who may take a statement from the child,
it was incumbent on the prosecutor on
each MDT to alert other members as to
the impact of the decision. In the same
vein, if a forensic interviewer learns of
new research that may impact the quality
of an interview, this information should
be shared with other members of the
team. In this way, each team member
helps to ensure that the knowledge base
of every other team member continues to
grow.
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Eighth, team members should be
proactive in educating the
community.When CACs and MDTs are
proactive in educating the public about
their work, community members gain a
deeper appreciation of the
professionalism in which child abuse
investigations are conducted.This is
important because these community
members make up the jury pool who
may one day listen to the testimony of an
MDT member.Accordingly, educate the
community through press releases and
public speaking opportunities about the
training you have been through and the
skills your team possesses in conducting
a child abuse investigation.

Court preparation: after the
subpoena
In preparing for court, a witness must
determine three things. First, know what
type of court you will be testifying in.
Second, know your case file.Third,
determine the type of witness you will be.

Know the type of court
When a forensic interviewer or other
witness receives a subpoena or is
otherwise noticed that their testimony is
required, the first step is to determine
what type of proceeding is involved.The
proceeding may be a divorce/custody
hearing, a civil child protection
proceeding, or a criminal trial. It is
important to determine the type of
proceeding because the standard of proof
will be different as will the sort of
evidence and testimony that is allowed.
For example, a custody proceeding may
have as its standard of proof
“preponderance of the evidence” whereas
a civil child protection hearing may have
as its standard “clear and convincing
evidence.”A criminal trial will have as its
standard “beyond a reasonable doubt.”
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The issue before the court will also be
different.A case of sexual abuse
presented to a custody court will simply
be to determine the best interests of the
child. In a civil child protection case, the
government may only have to prove the
child was sexually abused with the
identity of the actual perpetrator and the
location of the actual abuse being
irrelevant. In a criminal case, though, the
prosecutor will have to prove a specific
act in a specific location at the hands of a
particular individual.
The rules of evidence will also be
different. In a civil child protection case,
for example, a child’s hearsay statements
will be more freely allowed. In a criminal
case, because of the confrontation clause
to the United States Constitution, the
admission of hearsay will be more
problematic.

Know the case file
A witness should thoroughly review his
case file and any documentation of the
investigation as a whole. For forensic
interviewers, this means reviewing your
forensic interview and other information
relevant to your work on the case.A
witness who fails to review their file will
be tripped up on cross examination. Even
simple errors such as the date of the
interview or the name of a child’s parent
will be brought out on cross examination
and will be used by defense counsel in
closing argument to suggest the witness
is not credible.

Know the type of witness you
will be
A witness may be asked to testify as a lay
witness, an expert witness, or both.A lay
witness testifies as to what he saw, heard
or felt.A forensic interviewer testifying as
to the time of the interview, the location
of the interview, and what was said
during the interview, is testifying as a lay
witness.When, however, a forensic
interviewer is asked to educate the jury
or judge as to the appropriateness of
interviewing techniques, the suggestibility
of a particular question, or the utility of
aids such as anatomical dolls, that witness
is testifying as an expert. In most
instances, a forensic interviewer will be
testifying as both a lay and an expert
witness.

The forensic interviewer as
expert witness
The federal rules of evidence define an
expert witness this way:
If scientific, technical or other
specialized knowledge will assist the
trier of fact to understand the evidence
or to determine a fact in issue, a
witness qualified as an expert by
knowledge, skill, experience, training,
or education may testify thereto in the
form of an opinion or otherwise, if (1)
the testimony is based upon sufficient
facts or data, (2) the testimony is the
product of reliable principles and
methods, and (3) the witness has
applied the principles and methods
reliable to the facts of the case.18
The rule is not as complicated as it may
appear on first reading. Essentially, an
expert witness needs to have more
knowledge than the judge or jury on
relevant issues – enough knowledge to
allow the witness to “educate” the court
on a particular matter.
The forensic interviewer can help the
prosecutor in qualifying him or herself as
an expert witness. Simply start a file on
the computer in which you will store all
the information that qualifies you as an
expert. In addition to your resume, record
all the trainings you have attended,
particularly those pertaining to forensic
interviewing. It is equally important to
record the number of interviews that you
have conducted, the number of peer
reviews in which you have participated,
and any other activity that keeps you
abreast of latest developments in the field.
Remember, a witness is qualified as an
expert based not only on training
received, but on the witnesses’
experience.A witness with only a
bachelor’s degree, but who has
conducted 100 forensic interviews, may
be more credible than a witness with a
PhD who has conducted research on
forensic interviewing but who has never
actually conducted a forensic interview.
Indeed, in cases of child abuse, the
following professionals have been qualified
as expert witnesses on one or more issues:
police officers, psychologists/psychiatrists,
rape crisis/sexual assault counselors,
teachers, victim witness coordinators,
social workers, physicians/nurses, and
probation officers.19
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Cases discussing RATAC®
As of this writing, the appellate courts
from five different states have analyzed
forensic interviews conducted by
professionals trained in the CornerHouse
model and using the CornerHouse
protocol RATAC®. In each of these cases,
the appellate court has found the
interviewer to be qualified as an expert
witness, although there is disagreement
among the courts as to how far a forensic
interviewer can go in educating the judge
or jury.

Case law on the forensic
interviewer as an expert
witness
Given the relative newness of the
profession of forensic interviewer, courts
are only now beginning to address this
area of expertise. In Minnesota, where
CornerHouse has been conducting
interviews and training professionals for
nearly two decades, there are dozens of
appellate opinions holding that forensic
interviewers utilizing the RATAC® protocol
are qualified as expert witnesses.20

Cases not discussing RATAC®
In Florida, a court found there was an
insufficient record to qualify a forensic
interviewer as an expert witness.21 Since
the court did not elaborate on what
forensic interviewing protocol was used
or the level of training the interviewer
had, it is difficult to speculate on what
was missing.22
In Louisiana, with very little discussion,
an appellate court allowed a forensic
interviewer employed at a CAC to testify
as an expert witness.23 Specifically, the
court said:
Cheri Staten, the director of the
Jefferson Parish Children’s Advocacy
Center, was qualified as an expert in
forensic interviewing in the area of
child sexual abuse. She testified that
she does forensic interviews for
Washington Parish and explained that a
forensic interview is an interview with
children used to gather information,
not to conduct therapy.The children
are given an opportunity to talk and
are asked general questions, without
discussing the allegations of the abuse.
She also indicated that she wears an
earpiece so that law enforcement
officers can speak to her while they
monitor the interview.24
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In South Carolina, a social worker who
conducted a forensic interview using
RATAC offered her opinion that, based on
the forensic interview,“further medical
investigation was necessary.”25 The
appellate court found the forensic
interviewer was qualified to render this
opinion because the interviewer
“received specialized training on the
RATAC method, which is used on a
nationwide basis and is nationally
recognized for interviewing child victims
of sexual crimes.”26 The court rejected a
defense claim that the expert testimony
was offered to bolster the victim’s
credibility, finding the testimony was
offered “as a measure to prevent a
defense or argument that the victim’s
testimony was the result of police
suggestiveness.The RATAC method was
developed in response to concerns about
child victims’ testimony being tainted by
police suggestiveness, as exemplified by
State v. Michaels…”27
In Georgia, the appellate court rejected a
defense claim that a deputy sheriff
trained through ChildFirst was
insufficiently trained to conduct a
forensic interview.The court found the
investigator had “taken specialized
training courses in interviewing children
in sex abuse cases…conducted the
interview in a specialized,‘child-friendly’
environment…and he employed a known
method for interviewing child victims,
the RATAC method…”28

manner that is neutral and non-leading”
and cited notes from North Carolina
commentators concluding that the
ChildFirst courses are a “gold standard”
for “training in forensic interviewing.”30
In Texas, the Court of Appeals upheld the
ruling of a trial court judge that the
RATAC® protocol developed by
CornerHouse was “generally accepted in
the scientific community for conducting
forensic interviews of children.”31
In Minnesota, the home of CornerHouse,
there are over three dozen appellate
opinions discussing interviews conducted
by CornerHouse or those trained through
CornerHouse. Several of these cases note
the expertise of the interviewers.32

How far can a forensic
interviewer go when testifying
as an expert?
In Minnesota, an appellate court allowed
an expert to render an opinion that a
child was sexually abused provided the
interviewer does not express an opinion
as to the identity of the perpetrator. 33
In Mississippi, courts have allowed
forensic interviewers to testify that a
child’s statements are “consistent” with
sexual abuse.34
Law professor John Myers has criticized
these decisions, calling this a “disturbing
development.”35 Indeed, Myers finds it
problematic if a forensic interviewer,
prior to a clear attack on the interview,
describes the interview techniques or the
credentials or training of the interviewer.
Myers claims “it is difficult to see any
legitimate relevance of such expert
testimony.”36
Although it is problematic for any witness
to bolster a child’s credibility by
rendering an opinion the child was
abused or shares characteristics of abuse,
it is not always clear where the line is
drawn. For example, Myers notes that:

In Mississippi, the appellate court found
that a graduate of that state’s ChildFirst
program was qualified to testify as an
expert on forensic interviewing, agreeing
with the state that the interviewer’s
testimony was “the product of reliable
principles and methods…”29 In a
concurring opinion, the court noted that
RATAC is a protocol for interviewing
suspected victims of child abuse in a
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A large number of decisions allow one
form or another of psychological
testimony as substantive evidence.
Thus, some decisions permit an expert
to describe symptoms and behaviors
observed in sexually abused children.A
number of decisions allow an expert to
testify that the child in the case at hand
demonstrated such symptoms and
behaviors.37

Moreover, it is not simply doctors and
psychologists that are qualified to testify
as expert witnesses in child abuse cases.
Commenting on evidentiary rules
allowing expert testimony, the Ohio
Supreme Court correctly notes that it is
“obvious that expert testimony is not
limited only to those who might be
trained in the fields of medicine, law, real
estate, engineering or other sciences. In
an appropriate case, a bank president
could be an expert witness—and in child
abuse cases, experts, properly qualified,
might include a priest, a social worker or
a teacher, any of whom might have
specialized knowledge, experience and
training in recognizing occurrences of
child abuse.”38
Accordingly, a forensic interviewer with
expertise based on training and/or
experience may be able to educate the
jury as to various subjects relevant in a
case of child maltreatment. Expert
testimony is permitted if “specialized
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to
understand the evidence or to determine
a fact in issue…”39 In order to properly
evaluate a forensic interview admitted
into evidence the judge or juror will be
aided in understanding what is or is not a
developmentally appropriate question,
the various types of interviewing
questions posed in a forensic interview,
the reason for using interviewing tools
such as anatomical dolls and any research
supporting these tools.40 Without this
knowledge, jurors and judges may unfairly
denigrate answers a child provides in a
forensic interview.
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For example, in one case41 in which a
forensic interview was admitted under
the residual exception to the hearsay
rule, a child who indicated seeing her
father’s penis was asked to describe the
penis.The child became frustrated and
said “it looks like a power ranger.” On
direct examination, the prosecutor asked
the forensic interviewer if, based on her
training and experience, she made any
errors in the interview.The interviewer
said there were several times she pushed
the child beyond her developmental
capabilities.The interviewer explained
that descriptive questions can be difficult
for young children and that questions
such as asking the child to describe her
father’s penis went too far.Without this
explanation, the jurors may have
interpreted the child’s claim the penis
looked like a “power ranger” as an
indication of fantasy or lack of
intelligence.
Testimony along these lines is not
improper bolstering of the child’s
credibility but is instead simply helping
the trier of fact to “understand the
evidence.”42 Given the high profile nature
of sexual abuse cases in the 1980’s, cases
that received significant media attention
and became the subject of documentaries
and movies, it is critical for the state to
offer evidence showing that steps were
taken to minimize suggestibility practices
in interviewing a child.This does not go
to the ultimate issue of whether or not
the child is telling the truth but allows
the jury to asses how, if at all, the manner
in which the interview took place may
have influenced the child’s answers.This
is no different than an investigator
testifying as to the steps he took at a
crime scene to minimize the chances that
blood, semen or other evidence that was
collected may have been contaminated
by the process.
When, of course, a defendant specifically
raises concerns about suggestible
practices, the state is clearly permitted to
address the issue.As noted by the South
Carolina Court of Appeals, expert
testimony from a forensic interviewer is
not bolstering when offered “as a
measure to prevent a defense or
argument that the victim’s testimony was
the result of police suggestiveness.”43
A forensic interviewer should consult
with the prosecutor before testifying to
make sure he or she does not offer

testimony that is impermissible. Unless
the interviewer is practicing in the states
of Minnesota or Mississippi, it is best to
avoid rendering an opinion that a child
was sexually abused or that the child’s
statements are consistent with abuse.
Instead, the interviewer should focus on
helping the judge or jury understand the
process for taking a child’s statement and
helping the jury to understand why
various questions were posed and to
understand developmental factors in
evaluating a child’s answers. Helping the
jury to understand various tools used in
the interview, such as anatomical dolls,
will also be of assistance since this
expertise is beyond the common
experiences of most jurors.

Testifying on direct
examination
In order to qualify as an expert witness,
the prosecutor must ask a series of
questions to establish the credentials of
the witness.Again, an expert witnesses is
qualified not only through education but
through practical experience. Indeed, it is
the experience of the witness that may
be more important to the jurors. In the
case of a forensic interviewer, these
“qualifying” credentials may include the
following:
• Occupation
• Education and continuing education
hours
• Training specific to the field of
forensic interviewing (the number
of hours, the nature of the course,
testing, etc)
• An explanation of the protocol used
in the forensic interview
• An explanation of the preferred
setting for a forensic interview
as well as any tools used in the
interview process (anatomical
dolls, etc)
• Experience in conducting forensic
interviews
• Ongoing training (peer review,
advanced courses, remaining current
with the literature, etc)
This is why, as discussed earlier, it is
essential for a witness to keep track of
his/her credentials and be able to answer
these and other questions precisely. It
sounds more professional to say “I’ve
conducted 123 forensic interviews” as
opposed to “I think I’ve probably done
about 100 or so.”
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Use language a lay person can
understand

Preparing for crossexamination
Acknowledge errors during direct
examination
In preparing for trial, review your forensic
interview as if you were conducting a peer
review. Indeed, you may want to have a
colleague also examine the interview and
assist you in locating any weaknesses. If
you made errors in the interview such as
asking a developmentally inappropriate
question, alert your prosecutor.The errors
you uncover may be the very areas a
defense attorney will cross examine you
on. If so, these errors can be addressed
during direct examination.The prosecutor
can simply ask you on direct examination
if, upon reviewing the video or DVD of the
interview, you detected any errors.There is
no such thing as a perfect interview and
acknowledging errors up front shows the
jury you are human. Moreover, it draws the
sting of the cross examination. If the
defense attorney still cross-examines you
on these errors, he or she is, at best,
redundant.
Consider addressing defense
theories of the case during direct
examination

Tips for handling crossexamination
Don’t go out on a limb

Although it is important to acknowledge
errors, it is also important to consider any
illegitimate defense theories of the case
and, if possible, to begin to address these
issues during your direct examination. For
example, if you know defense counsel is
going to contend that your use of
anatomical dolls or diagrams is in some
way suggestive or inappropriate, discuss
with the prosecutor the research you rely
on in using these tools.The prosecutor, as
part of your direct examination, may want
to ask you about concerns the dolls are
suggestible, etc.Again, in addressing these
issues on direct examination, the defense
attorney may, at best, appear to be
redundant in addressing these issues on
cross examination.
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It is important to explain every term of
art to the jury. Jurors will not understand
protocol acronyms such as “Step Wise”,
“NICHD”, and “RATAC” or phrases such as
“continuum of questioning.”When
educating the jurors about relevant
issues, think of common examples that
will drive a point home. Let’s assume the
forensic interviewer is attempting to
explain why it is difficult for young
children to answer questions calling for a
number (i.e.“how many times did this
happen?”). In addition to explaining that,
based on your training and experience,
young children often can’t appreciate the
value associated with a particular
number, provide an illustration to
highlight this point. For instance, when
my son was four years old we were at a
pie auction at our church. My son figured
out that if he shouted out a big number,
he would get a pie.Accordingly, when a
pecan pie came up for auction he
shouted out “seventy-eight dollars.”At that
age, he knew “seventy eight” was a big
number but he had no comprehension of
the value associated with the number.
Discuss with the prosecutor illustrations
such as this which can be used to
educate jurors or to better understand a
child’s answer. If the prosecutor
understands in advance that you have
such illustrations, he will likely make a
point of asking you to provide them to
the jury.

When testifying, it is critical to stay
within your field of expertise and to
avoid extreme statements that are not
supported by research or common sense.
Let’s assume, for instance, the defense
attorney asks “children lie, don’t they?” It
might be tempting to say that children
never lie but such a statement is
contradicted by research and human
experience. Every parent on the jury, no
doubt, has caught their child in a fib.
Accordingly, the correct answer would be
“yes” or something to the effect “in my
experience, all human beings are capable
of lying.”

“Just answer the question ‘yes or no’”
The job of the defense attorney is to
control the witness through leading or
other questions that limit the ability of
the witness to provide a narrative. Many
witnesses are frustrated when the
defense attorney directs them to answer a
question “yes or no.”This is because some
questions can’t be answered “yes or no.”
For example, let’s assume the defense
attorney asks “are children suggestible—
yes or no?”This is not a question that can
be answered with a simple yes or no.
Suggestibility is determined by multiple
factors (age of the child, the child’s
relationship to the perpetrator, the
closeness in time of the interview to the
incident, the nature of the question, the
location of the interview, etc).When the
defense attorney asks a question that
cannot be answered yes or no, simply say
“I’m sorry counsel, I can’t answer that
question yes or no. May I explain?”The
defense attorney will almost certainly not
allow you to explain. However, on redirect, the prosecutor can re-visit the
issue and ask you to explain why you
could not answer the question with a
simple yes or no.
Remember the phrase “of course not”
Some questions can be answered with a
yes or no—but the questions themselves
are silly or misleading. Let’s assume the
defense attorney asks “there were no
witnesses to verify the child’s claims
were there?”Although this question can
be answered with a simple “no” the
question and answer are misleading to
the jury.Accordingly, you may want to say
“of course not.”This should be a clue to
the prosecutor to ask you to explain your
statement. On re-direct, then, the
prosecutor may ask you “why did you say
‘of course not’ when asked about the
absence of other witnesses?”This will
then give you the opening to explain the
dynamics of abuse to the jury. Under such
a scenario, you could say “I’ve
investigated hundreds of child sexual
abuse cases in the past 15 years and, so
far, I have never had a case where the
alleged incident took place on the front
lawn or in some other setting in which
there would be eyewitnesses. In my
experience, these crimes happen in
private settings and the only eyewitnesses
are the alleged victim and the alleged
perpetrator.”
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Cross-examination on interview
protocols
Because there is not a universally
accepted forensic interviewing protocol,
a defense attorney may ask you about the
various models in use in the country
(RATAC, Step-Wise, NICHD, etc).The point
the defense attorney is attempting to
make is that “forensic interviewing” is a
fluid field with an absence of wellestablished principles. Discuss this issue
with the prosecutor in advance and
determine how best to respond. Here,
though, are several points to make:
• There are a number of models and
they share many common
characteristics
• All of the major models are based on
research and are accepted within the
field, though there is professional
disagreement as to which is the “best”
• At least one forensic interviewing
protocol, RATAC®, has been accepted
by a number of appellate courts and,
since many protocols share similar
characteristics with RATAC®,
prosecutors can likewise argue for
their acceptance in court as well
Responding to defense “experts” on
forensic interviewing
There are a number of defense “experts”
who attack forensic interviews for a fee. If
a defense expert is hired to attack your
forensic interview, work with your
prosecutor and obtain the resume of this
expert.This resume will likely reveal that
he or she has a prestigious degree and
may even have some relevant
publications. In many cases, though, the
“expert” will have never conducted a
forensic interview or even worked
directly with a child victim in their life.
Moreover, the “expert” will probably have
never attended a course on RATAC or any
of the other leading protocols, much less
have any familiarity with the course
binder, the testing process, or the
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infrastructure providing ongoing support
to the course.44 In such a case, it is
essential to highlight your practical, front
line experience during your testimony so
that the prosecutor can make this
distinction when cross-examining the
defense expert. In addition, make sure the
prosecutor obtains a report from the
defense expert or asks the court to order
the expert to supply a list of the research
studies he or she is relying on in
critiquing your interview. Read or re-read
these articles and make sure the
prosecutor understands why these articles
are not applicable to this particular
interview. For example, the defense expert
may be relying on suggestibility studies
done on pre-school children but the
victim in your case is a teenager.
Call the National Child Protection
Training Center for Assistance
NCPTC has successfully helped a number
of prosecutors defend in court forensic
interviews that utilize the RATAC®, NICHD,
or other leading models used by front line
professionals. Given our personal
involvement in actually teaching these two
leading models,45 we have a unique ability
to assist prosecutors facing these issues in
court.We also closely monitor defense
“experts” who receive a great deal of
money to attack forensic interviewers and
their interviewing protocols in court.
Indeed, NCPTC has been successful in
working with prosecutors to keep some of
these witnesses from testifying at all. Many
defense experts have very few credentials
that would allow them to critique a
forensic interview and some widely used
“experts” have demonstrated a clear bias
by allowing themselves to be marketed on
“false allegation” websites.46

Conclusion
When the trial is over, make sure you “debrief”with the prosecutor and ask him or
her to critique your testimony. Just as
forensic interviewing is both a science and
an art, so is testifying in court. Enlist the
support of the prosecutor in helping you to
understand what you did that was effective
or ineffective.
Although testifying is rarely enjoyable, it is an
important part of our profession. It is a skill
we can, and should develop. In developing
this skill, we increase the chance the jurors
will have a full, and fair presentation of the
evidence and will maximize the chance of
obtaining a just verdict.
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For More Information
The National Child Protection Training
Center (NCPTC) at Winona State
University is a training program of the
National Association to Prevent Sexual
Abuse of Children (NAPSAC). NCPTC
provides training, technical assistance and
publications to child protection
professionals throughout the United
States. In addition, NCPTC assists
undergraduate and graduate programs
seeking to improve the education
provided to future child protection
professionals. In partnership with
CornerHouse, NCPTC also assists in the
development and maintenance of forensic
interview training programs utilizing the
RATAC® forensic interviewing protocol.
For further information, contact NCPTC at
507-457-2890 or visit our website at
www.ncptc.org. For further information
about NAPSAC, call 651-340-0537 or visit
our website at www.napsac.us.
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